
Sharon L. Wolff
Highlight
This is UNLAWFUL - Attorney Hamer altered - or allowed to be altered - this court form. A Nurse Practitioner does NOT have signature authority without a countersignature of a physician or psychologist. 

Sharon L. Wolff
Highlight
Legally deficient capacity declaration done on 8/24/21. *Attorney Hamer secured Barbara's signature on a legal nomination document on 8/25/21 (below) - giving conservatorship of her person and estate to a previously unknown nephew of her fifth husband (against her existing Will and Living Trust documented wishes).   Heather Allen, NP did not (and still does not) have any patient medical history information to inform treatment. 

Sharon L. Wolff
Highlight
Attorney Chris Johnson Hamer knowingly submitted this legally deficient Capacity Declaration to Humboldt County Superior Court under penalty of perjury.









Sharon L. Wolff
Highlight
Dated one date AFTER their own legally deficient GC-335 and GC-335A declared Barbara to be incapacitated. Barbara has a Will and a Living Trust that documents her wishes and this goes directly against that. Judge Timothy A. Canning accepted this nomination document - signed by a diagnosed Alzheimer's patient - to be controlling and he gave conservatorship of Barbara's person and estate to the previously unknown nephew of her fifth husband rather than to her adult daughter (Sharon L. Wolff) who had petitioned for it. Judge Canning, from 12/10/21 ruling: "The court finds that Ms. Keller had sufficient capacity to form an intelligent preference for a conservator at the time she nominated Mr. Mendonca." *In July, Barbara told the court investigator she did not want this person as her conservator because she didn't know him.Court Investigator had recommended council be appointed for Barbara to protect her civil rights - Judge Canning did not do that prior to giving the conservatorship to this virtual stranger. Judge Canning, from 12/10/21 ruling "the court does not give any weight to Ms. Wolff's assertions that Mr. Mendonca was falsifying documents or otherwise not qualified to serve as conservator."

Sharon L. Wolff
Highlight
Barbara L. Keller was already declared incapacitated by her medical providers in Fortuna back in July - as Attorney Hamer is well aware of. A legitimate GC-335 and GC-335A Capacity Declaration were filed with the court months ago. 
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